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The Role of Private Tutoring 

 
 
Algerian Arabic Translation: 

 
� :ع�آ�/F وE; ا#D�ه4ة A@4ت <!4 . و >1;: ا90�ذ &% ا7#�26� 6� /3/45 /12% 0)ا/. -,اف &% *()ر &% ا#"! �

3Hو آ �!I(JK#ا#;روس ا M/Nه �ذروك راه PJ- 39�و -,اف ا#1�س أ#% /4وE) /;/4و . ه1� ه1� &% و9Q% 6� آ�
� &% 6% واT/ %7/ ;E)ت ا#S�ك /4Uآ PJ- �V0(9 #/12% &% ا �6% &% *()ر &% ا6 �I�) و �!I(JK#ا#;روس ا

:Nه �!I(JK#ا#;روس ا :Nا ه;S/ .و*ت أ WXY 4Z�) [H< �!I(JK#ا#;روس ا :Nه ���2�رض أ ،�6 �!# �S"1#�- ��
^�آ�/F أ#% /;/4و هN: ا#;روس . آ�/F و آ�/E [H< F"�ب، 6�Q %Y�ع ا*0�تNة آ!` آ!` >H] آE W�ل. -,

^�� -�ش /2�و�) ا#1�س، 6�) [H< 4!> %Y�4Z ا#;راهd و آ�/F أ#% /;/4و: -,!I(JK#ا . dل و راه�E Wآ [H< و
:Nه �#�f#و ا :Nه �!2g(#ا :Nا *()ر هNه (#;S/ (#و�f/ (!"/ .  

 
 
English translation: 

 
A: A professor at university doesn’t teach that many hours a week, and so he has [time]. 
These days there is this phenomenon that started recently and wasn’t known during my 
time. This phenomenon is that of private tutoring and such. There are many people who 
do private tutoring even in secondary school but the majority [takes places] when 
someone is about to sit for the Bac1—he starts to take these private tutoring sessions. 
Personally, I am against this private tutoring because it has sort of become a business. Of 
course, it depends – not all professors are the same. Some do it to help students and not 
just for the sake of money. But there are some who do it for a business. People are trying 
to change this situation and this phenomenon.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
1 Bac: Bac is short for Baccalauréat, which is the French word for baccalaureate. This is a standardized 
national exam that students take at the end of high school, which also qualifies them to pursue university 
studies.   
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